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***

“No amount of weapons or ammunition the US and its allies provide to Ukraine will be
enough unless Kiev wins”, Ukraine Foreign Minister Dmitry Kuleba said on Monday [19 June
2023], during an interview with Ukrainian television.

“When we win, I’ll say ‘there were enough weapons.’ But until then, nothing will be
enough, however much they send, because if there is no victory, that means it was not
enough,” Kuleba said. See this.

The  Zelensky  team is  setting  the  stage  for  “eternal  war”,  as  the  West  seems to  be
committed to do whatever Zelensky says and wants. Zelensky has elevated himself to the
Master of the Western world.

Hundreds of billions of Western people’s tax money go into weaponry and “budget support”
to the most corrupt country of the planet to fight a war that is unwinnable – all  under the
pretext  of  weakening Russia  and ultimately  to  achieving regime change,  to  steal  and
dominate Russia’s resources, Russia’s riches — and to get one step closer to a One World
Oder.

It will not happen

Imagine, what Western nations could do for their ever-more impoverished people as they,
western governments, are destroying, suicide-like, Western economies? It  is part of UN
Agenda 2030 and/or the Great Reset. They are religiously following the blueprint of these
disastrous plans and carrying them out. The wanton destruction of Western economies is
part of it. And people are miserably lied about it.

Western governments for years, for decades have not represented the people who “elected
them” or more precisely, who believe they elected them, because, yes, they the people, do
pay for their unworthy government’s wages and upper-echelon life style.
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The world has reached an untenable situation

Totally unsustainable and this in the age of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), i.e.,
UN Agenda 2030, precisely the agenda that is aiming at “resetting” the world, into a fraction
of the current population, converting the survivors to mind-manipulable transhumans via
the  deadly  ultra-shortwaves  5G  and  soon  to  come  6G,  and  with  remote  directed  Artificial
Intelligence  (AI),  making  them feel  happy,  as  all  their  possessions  have  been  stolen,
eliminated, gone – by programmable Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC).

And  the  tyranny  goes  on  to  total  control  mechanisms  through  digital  certificates  of
everything from forced vaccination, to a fully loaded QR code-based ID that includes all
personal  data,  from health,  to  eating  habits,  to  carbon  footprint,  criminal  records,  to
personal attitudes, compliance willingness – and especially an individual’s behavior towards
“climate change” – which may go as far as 15-minute cities, or no cars for paupers, the
regular people, no flying for the commons, nothing that could be said to infringe on the so-
unbelievably falsified climate record.

A modern “lockdown” forever as soon as we are in digital prison. This may happen sooner
than we think, if We, the People let it happen. And, with what we know today, it is literally
irreversible. Once we are there, we are cooked. So, let us prevent the “being forced to go
there.”

It seems most people still have not grasped this. They are happily looking forward to an all-
digitized life with especially digitized money. So easy. No cash. Swipe a card, bingo.

Yes, bingo – and you are hand-cuffed and do not even notice it.

We are at this breaking point, where all comes together and could result in an immense
explosion – or implosion, where things and events take over, without AI and without the
possibility of human interference, the possibility of stopping a worldwide annihilation.

Let us look at the panorama and connect the dots:

For  the  last  week  or  so,  and  ongoing,  there  is  (yet  to  be  confirmed)  a  military
mobilization taking place in the US and Canada; no official explanation.
On Saturday, 17 June, Antony Blinken, US Secretary of State met with Chinese
leader,  Xi  Jinping  behind  closed  doors.  Despite  their  default  statement  of
“constructive discussions”, their body language, when meeting the press after
their  one-on-one  conference,  tells  a  different  story.  A  key  issue  of  their
discussion may have been Taiwan. The West wants to dominate Taiwan for
strategic and technological reasons.

That will not happen.

NATO’s largest ever air maneuver around Russia has been ongoing for over a week and is
supposed to end on 23 June. Will it? Or may it convert into a hot war? A legit question with
all the converging events that seem to be pushing to a political unmanageable climax.

Western debt, exacerbated by the billions soon trillions of money shoved down into a dark
Ukraine hole, is at the verge of collapsing Western economies. The Western banking system
is at the brink of bankruptcy – man-made bankruptcy – because it fits in well with the plan of
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eradicating national debt and introducing the all-controlling CBDC.

The unelected European Commission (EC) and the corrupted Rockefeller-Gates-Pharma-run
World Health Organization (WHO) have just announced adopting a joined fully digitized vaxx
certificate and ID – which would be the basis for every citizen to move around freely, or not
so freely, depending on how well his/her QR coded-ID and vaxx certificates are kept up-to-
date, according to mandated rules.

Remember, with the beginning of the 2020 decade, we have entered an era of lawlessness,
no more international laws, but elite made “rules-based orders”. There will no longer be
judges, whose verdicts are based on international law. They are banned, not allowed, or
outright threatened.

On the dangers of the CBDC and the all-present QR code, see this and this.

The universal drive towards central bank digital currencies, emanates most likely from the
Bank for International Settlements (BIS), the Central Bank of all central banks, controlling at
least 90% of central banks around the globe, and the BIS, itself, being controlled by the
Rothschild family.

As we see, all is in best-intended private hands, perfectly aligned with the fraudulently
established 1913 Federal Reserve Act – that has allowed the US to create a US dollar
hegemony  around  the  world;  first  with  the  dollar  replacing  gold  as  key  reserve  asset,
second,  as  all  hydrocarbon  had  to  be  traded  by  OPEC  in  US  dollars,  a  Washington
imposition; and thirdly, all international trade, no matter between which countries, was to be
carried out until recently in US dollars.

Most of this is faltering and stands now at a breaking point.

India may be a monetary precursor for the West.

What  if  the  2016  Indian  government’s  –  a  USAID-imposed  project  –  abruptly  wiping
out the nation’s most important bank notes, the 500- and 1,000-rupee notes, representing
87% of the total cash in circulation, was just a trial for what might happen in the west?

See this.

A similar move is taking place now with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI, equivalent to India’s
Central Bank), announcing in May 2023 the RBI will be withdrawing Rs 2,000 notes from
circulation as part of the “clean note policy”, a pretext to reduce cash and convert India
gradually into an all-digitized currency country.

During India’s 2016 abolishing of more than 80% of all  cash, tens of thousands if  not
hundreds of thousands of people, especially in the countryside, with no access to banks and
cash, suddenly had no money, could not buy food; many perished.

What if, on behalf of Ukraine, always on behalf of Ukraine, NATO makes a wrong move
before or after June 23, leading to a provoked counterattack by Russia, possibly nuclear –
leading to a hot WWIII, causing “shortages” of everything, especially food and energy?

Simultaneously, the EC and possibly also the US FED may stop or reduce cash to a minimum
and introduce and impose programmable CBDC on the Western population. Cash may be
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gone but the commercial system has not adapted yet to the new digital currency. Food is in
short supply, and the little there is, cannot be bought, due to lack of money, same with
energy.

A  tremendous  famine  may  ensue,  on  top  of  the  war,  with  communications  and
transportation breakdown, due to lack of energy.

In addition, hacking and cyberattacks may become the order of the day – test runs have
already happened and are happening as these lines are going to print; people may die like
flies. All over the West.

This is a bleak picture – we must avoid it. And we can: waking up
and thinking positive

The  WEF’s  Great  Reset,  WHO’s  enslaving  digitized  vaxx  certificate,  and  the  UN’s  Agenda
2030 might smile in satisfaction, having reached their objective way before the 2030 target
date. This is indeed their intention, as they must beat the awakening masses of people.

This horror scenario shall not happen.

Because we the People, will not allow it. If we are awake, we may project our own future,
spiritually shaping it – in our minds, disregarding the diabolical machinations. It is never too
late, preparing our own sources of food, sources of energy – and our own civilization.

It is a challenge, but the human mind and spirit can master it. And WE WILL.

Away from tyranny.

However, first we must see and recognize the sword of tyranny hovering over our heads.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.
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